February 27, 2020
Consumer Protection and Enforcement Division
California Public Utilities Commission
ATTN: Transportation License Section
505 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
Re: Exemption Request for Autonomous Vehicle TCP Pilot Passenger Service Program (Permit
Number TCP0038380-P)
Pursuant to General Order (“G.O.”)157-E Section 8.02, Zoox, Inc. (“Zoox”) hereby requests a narrow
exemption from the California Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) for the General Order 157-E,
Section 5.03 requirement for the purposes of participation in the Commission’s Drivered Autonomous
Vehicle Charter Party Carrier (“AV TCP”) pilot program (Permit Number TCP0038380-P). The granting of
this exemption will be consistent with the purposes of the AV TCP pilot program established in
Commission Decision 18-05-043 and will allow Zoox to operate in a manner that is functionally
equivalent to the operations established by G.O. 157-E.
Under General Order 157-E, every driver operating under a TCP permit “shall be an employee of the
permit/certificate holder, an employee of a sub-carrier, or an independent owner-driver who holds
charter party authority and is operating under a sub-carrier.” Zoox seeks a limited exemption from
this requirement to allow Zoox to engage full-time employees of Zoox’s third-party staffing providers
to serve as test drivers in Zoox’s Drivered AV Pilot program.
Since March of 2016, Zoox has held an Autonomous Vehicle Test Permit from the California
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV), which permits us to test our autonomous software on vehicles
on public roads in California. In December of 2018, Zoox was the first company to receive the
Commission’s AV TCP Drivered Passenger Service Pilot permit. Since the issuance of the AV TCP
Drivered Passenger Service Pilot permit in 2018, Zoox has begun utilizing third-party staffing providers
to screen, hire, and manage drivers for our internal testing operations.
Zoox believes that its third-party staffing providers are better positioned to rapidly screen, hire, and
manage large numbers of drivers, and then redeploy those employees upon the natural conclusion of
their participation in Zoox’s Drivered AV Pilot program. In addition, Zoox’s operations are functionally
equivalent to the operations otherwise required by G.O. 157-E, regardless of whether Zoox’s drivers are
full-time Zoox employees or full-time employees of Zoox’s third-party staffing providers. All drivers at
Zoox, both full-time Zoox employees and full-time employees of Zoox’s third-party staffing providers,
are subject to the same strict standards with the primary goal of ensuring safety and the same
Commission requirements. This includes the same DMV-registered training, controlled substance
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